
X-men Leather Jacket Collection
Anyone who loves superhero movies loves to watch X-Men and wait for the sequels. X-Men: The Last 
Stand was yet another impressive movie which had two more X-Men characters which made the action 
and thriller far more amazing. One of the more prominent actors is Logan or the Wolverine who makes a 
very cool impression whenever he is in the scene. His power to recover from injuries and his blades 
make him an impenetrable force. He does get quite compromised against the Magneto, but that is why 
he is the Villain leader. Whenever Logan is on his own work, investigating or finding people, he wears a 
jacket that suits so well for him. There are two reasons what makes his attire so impressive and it is 
surely not the beard. Firstly, he does not wear something unusual but he wears a jacket that looks just 
enough low-profile to avoid standing out in a crowd. The second thing is his attitude which avoids him 
from trouble. 

What’s in a Jacket?
Why would a jacket matter so much to his attire? Because it covers nearly 50% of his appearance and 
makes up his profile. One may not be able to have blades on his fist but can still match up to the same 
profile by wearing that jacket. There are two types of jacket one can get that Logan wore in his movies. 
There is one jacket that Logan wore in the Wolverine: Origins movie. This jacket is dark brown in color 
and has light brown stripes on sleeves. There is a thick light brown strip around the waist that makes up 
a very good style. It does not show-off too much and yet still looks impressive when you wear this jacket.
It is very hard to find this tailor-made with that kind of design unless you order one. Ordering one means
that you will have something that will look good on you just as much as it does for Logan. It is like a 
personalized signature jacket that feels great to wear for years and years. 

The second type of jacket is the one that Wolverine wore in X-Men: The Last Stand. This jacket again has
more prominent stripes on sleeves and overall the jacket is chocolate brown. The vanilla stripes on 
sleeves are just subtle enough to look great on your jacket and it is a perfect imitation of the real thing. 
The second thing that is unique is the collar of these jackets which closes with one button. It works great 
like a biker leather jacket but you can also wear this wherever you go on a walk. 

Verdict
Both the jackets are made from sheepskin leather, which makes them very comfortable. The stripes on 
sleeves really take off the boredom away from the design, which is why you don’t get tired of the looks. 
Even when these movies get old, this design will always stay unique and can make an impression of your 
personality. It is all in the choice and the way you carry yourself that matters after some time. 

Summary: Logan had great appearances in both the movies and the imitations are just perfect 
in these jackets. You can have these custom-made to your measurements and then they look 
immaculately cool on you. 
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